NEWS AND REPORTS
Gender changes in US family medicine
At a faculty dinner recently, a professor from the School
of Education leaned over and asked a new family medicine
faculty member, who was beginning a year-long training
course, what having so many women in the field was doing
to medicine. After pausing for a moment, the young
woman said, 'We are teaching it to be more compassionate, more sensitive to things that have been ignored
for a long time, and we are making the system adjust to
our needs.2 That was a pretty fair summary of my observations of the impact of women on the discipline of family
medicine, at least, over the past 15 years.
Women represented less than 10 per cent of the
graduating class of my medical school in 1970. This year
they will represent almost 40 per cent. Family medicine
will be the next most popular career choice for women
after paediatrics or obstetrics/gynaecology, which have
been the major 'women's specialties' in the past. There
is a danger, a sort of reverse sexism, if there is such a thing,
in attributing the humanization of medicine to the more
compassionate nature of women. Women can treat patients and members of the hospital or health centre team
with as much disdain and self-centredness as many men.
However, the undeniable difference in a woman's world
view does flavour the way they relate to each other and
to men. Their openness to feelings and attention to group
a colfunction in contrast to individual success
laborative rather than competitive spirit
is changing
the sensitivities of both men and women, in medicine.
Within family medicine, more attention is being paid
to curricular issues of women in medicine. There has been
a task force of the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine
developing a curriculum in women's health for family
practice residents. The American Academy of Family
Physicians has a working group on women which has produced a bibliography regarding women in education and
medicine. There is a strong trend to re-examine the pervasive male physician/female patient stereotypes, particularly in emotional diagnoses and treatment. There is
a growing tendency on the part of editors to adopt nonsexist language in journals, trying to subliminally influence readers not to adopt 'the physician, he..! as the
way of referring to doctors. Michael Balint likely had some
good reasons for including the possessive pronoun in The
doctor, his patient, and the illness but it might have been
a different book if it were 'her patient'.
Women physicians are making educational programmes
in family medicine adjust to their needs through the different characteristics of the patients they attract. Here,
I have to deal somewhat in anecdote since studies are only
recently underway regarding the effects of the increasing

numbers of women in medical practice. However, many
residency programmes in family medicine have observed
that women residents, after the first year in the three-year
programme, begin to develop panels of patients which are
younger and more skewed toward women and children
than that of men residents. The desire of women physicians to meet the emotional and physical needs of other
women is part of the motivation which drew. many of them
to medicine in the first place. In the US system, which
seems to function more like a supermarket than a health
system, the choice of physician may depend on a variety
of reasons. One important factor is that many women
seem to want to be cared for by women physicians. There
is an informal referral system that those of us in group
practices have observed in which the receptionist will say
to a new woman patient, 'I know your appointment is with
Dr Soandso, but there is this nice new woman doctor..'
This movement has the reverse effect on the practices of
men residents, finding them with larger numbers of older
chronically ill men and women. If there are not constant
and timely adjustments made in the assignment of
patients, many women residents may graduate without an
adequate experience in the management of the elderly, and
many men residents will have insufficient experience in
office gynaecology. It is potentially a serious educational
problem. However, assigning patients on the basis of the
gender of the physician potentially violates the tradition
of permitting patients to choose their own doctors.
A final and as yet poorly understood effect of women
in medicine is their impact on the structure of medical
practice. Some studies have shown that women are more
interested in part-time practice, at least in the early years
of their career. More women than men will opt for salaried
positions in large groups or organizations. These groups
are large enough to absorb another partner for less than
full-time. A higher percentage of women are also choosing teaching as a career. Thus women are moving into the
workforce at a time when there is much discussion of a
'doctor glut'. This mix of increased numbers of women
physicians, within a larger number of physicians beginning practice in the next 10 years, will present some very
interesting problems for health planners in the US. The
series in the British Medical Journal in 1982 of stories
and opinions of women in practice about their careers was
not only informative but may be prophetic when it comes
to the future trends in this country.
Even the American Academy's official symbol became
outmoded in a number of ways. In one circle, the family
doctor is represented by a male physician (thereby
misrepresenting 14 per cent of Academy members and 22
per cent of resident members) carrying a black bag. (I dare
anyone to state the last time they saw a practising physi-
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cian in the US carrying a doctor bag - house officers
do not even carry them anymore.) The other circle encloses
the nuclear family of mother, father and two children. If
we assume for the moment that the mother's only occupation is homemaker, then this group represents less than
9 per cent of American households in the 1980 census.
Two-child nuclear families are now mostly seen on television in old reruns. As a sign of the influence of women,
the Academy now has two official symbols, one with a
male and another with a female physician. But the black
bag remains.
JOHN FREY
Associate Professor
Department of Family Medicine,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Steuart hall of residence from 17 to 19 July 1985. The
theme of this conference will be 'Great expectations' and
there will be sessions on 'The future of general practice'
'Education for general practice, 'The general practitioner
obstetrician' and 'The general practice/hospital interface'.
A feature on research in general practice and a debate on
'Medicine and the media' are also planned. Section 63 approval has already been obtained and it is hoped that most
of the delegates at this conference will be in residence,
unlike the 1984 conference where there were only 90
residents. The ninth trainee conference promises to be
every bit as enjoyable as the eighth was and an equally
dedicated committee is in charge. I strongly recommend
trainees to participate in these conferences and to make
sure that they continue.
JACK SOLOMON

The value of general practitioner trainee
conferences

NAPCRG 1984

A successful conference is one which leaves a delegate feeling fulfilled and accomplished. At the 1984 General Practitioner Trainee Conference, hosted by the North West
Thames Region trainees at the Middlesex Hospital last
July, delegates from all over the country met, discussed,
ate together and shared their problems. There was an
overall feeling of togetherness and warmth - which if
harnessed could make general practitioner trainees
political heavyweights capable of bringing about changes.
The 1984 Conference was attended by 270 trainees,
ranging from the political and militant to the meek and
mild, and, by and large, they all enjoyed the programme.
The themes of the conference were 'Medical manpower',
'The quality of care' and 'The general practitioner in
politics'. These themes were discussed with the main
speakers who also touched on subjects such as how to go
about finding a practice and the hazards of becoming a
principal once training has ended. Most of the speakers
were very interesting and aroused strong reaction from the
audience - especially Robert Lefever, a private general
practitioner in Kensington, whose idea that health care
should be operated fike a business selling a commodity
met with open hostility from an angry audience. Much
debate followed and views were freely aired.
The third day of the conference featured a debate on
whether 'Political involvement makes for a better general
practitioner'. The motion was defeated by 90 votes to 71,
after speeches by David Bailey and Simon Bradley for the
motion and Jack Solomon and Charles Saunders against
the motion. While involvement of general practitioners
in politics is important for all of us, it was felt overall that
a political commitment would take a doctor away from
his patients and that a doctor who dabbles in politics does
so at risk of being a poor general practitioner.
Preparations for next year's conference are going ahead
smoothly. It will be held in Nottingham at the Hugh
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The North Americal Primary Care Research Group
(NAPCRG) has grown from small beginnings to proportions which challenge even the well-recognized American
skills of organizing large events. The first meeting of the
group in 1972 had 45 participants and six papers
presented, as well as a number of workshops. This year
at Orlando, Florida, 250 papers were submitted and 200
were presented. NAPCRG is experiencing the problems
of such growth and is trying hard to fulfil the long-term
objectives of nurturing and sustaining research activity
while increasing the quality of the research done and its
presentation. Participants are members of family practice
departments which are mainly concerned with residency
training (vocational training) and research in primary care
in the USA and Canada. Any participant faced with a
choice of 200 papers spread throughout four days and six
venues within a sprawling conference in central Florida
has obvious dilemmas.
Papers were presented under seven broad headings: (1)
clinical; (2) behavioural and psychosocial; (3) managerial
issues; (4) education and training; (5) epidemiological; (6)
health services delivery; and (7) prevention. With such a
wide variety of presentations the content varied considerably and future meetings will have to decide between
quality and quantity. This is a problem not unknown to
conference organizers worldwide, who seem loath to prune
the content or alter the format of their meetings. One
lesson that we could take from our American colleagues
is the strict adherence to 15 minute presentations which
allows adequate time for discussion. Some of the titles
of the papers were mind-boggling but the majority avoided the jargon which has crept into medical conferences
in primary care.
The resurgence of training schemes for family physicians in the USA brought to the forefront the need for
more balance in American medical education and
NAPCRG has contributed to this desire to re-evaluate
methods of health care delivery. To date there have been
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adequate federal and state funds for setting up training
schemes, but even America does not have a bottomless
pit of long-term resources, and cutbacks in some
developments are anticipated.
Can we in the United Kingdom learn anything from
teaching and research activities in North America? It
seems paradoxical that many British students and trainees
often spend more time in hospital, both at the
undergraduate and postgraduate level, than their
American counterparts, when their future careers in
British general practice will largely be divorced from
hospital work. The American idea of continuing involvement with primary care throughout the years of
postgraduate training may be worth considering more
seriously in Britain. We will always lag behind the
Americans in terms of funding for research and development, yet the inability of the British universities and the
Department of Health and Social Security to decide how
best to support university departments of general practice is an indictment of the 'fear of change' syndrome so
characteristic of British institutions.
It has always seemed rather odd to me that research
fellowships in primary care are almost non-existent in the
United Kingdom, while Canada and the USA can provide training facilities which seem more appropriate for
practice in the British National Health Service than their
unstructured system of primary care in North America.
Attendance at the NAPCRG meeting provided ample
evidence to support this belief.
Refreshed by returning to a State where I had worked
for two years and stimulated by the vigour of my
American counterparts in primary care, I was ready to
come back with renewed energy for what lay ahead in the
United Kingdom. As I was about to board the Pan Am
flight at Miami the final words from the baggage handler
still stick in the memory: 'Y'all come back and see us again
Y'hear' I probably will.
JOHN BAIN

Meshtel Tutors Meeting
Meshtel tutors gathered at Crewe on 5/6 October 1984
for their Second Annual Meeting. Meshtel is a unique
postgraduate education activity of College; discussion
groups of general practitioners throughout the United
Kingdom are linked by viewdata. The activity is supported
by the Wellcome Foundation.
The meeting looked back on three years of progress
with the system and heard of exciting developments for
1985. The reliability and speed of the system will be greatly
improved with new technology planned for postgraduate
centres, the co-ordinating centre and the Baric viewdata
network. New viewdata terminals are to be acquired for
use at meetings. Baric are developing an upgraded
national system of cabling, they have greatly increased
their computing facilities centrally and are at present
developing completely new computer programs for
Meshtel. One feature of the new programs (Retel) will
enable individuals or groups of general practitioners to
use the system, at any time, to compare their responses
to problems with the combined responses of a large
number of colleagues, derived from previous Meshtel
sessions.

Ian Stanley was congratulated on his appointment to
the Chair of General Practice at Liverpool; the Meshtel
co-ordinating centre will remain in Leeds under the supervision of Phil Heywood and David Adshead, while further development of the system will be centred on

Liverpool.
PHIL HEYWARD

Participants at the Meshtel tutors Second Annual
Meeting. Photo C. Leon.
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Scouting and the handicapped

young

person
Almost since scouting began in 1907 young people with
a handicap have been welcomed into the movement.
Recently, the Scout Association in the United Kingdom
has been making strenuous efforts to recruit more handicapped young people, to improve the provision made
for them and to integrate them more fully into normal
scouting activities.
Young people with a handicap are encouraged to take
part in a full range of scouting activities with necessary
allowances for their disabilities. These activities include
a progressive training scheme, out-of-doors interests, camping and expeditions. Boys are accepted from six years
to eight years (Beavers), eight years to 10½/2 years (Cub
scouts), 10½/2 years to 15½/2 years (Scouts) and both sexes
from 15 ½2 years to 20 years (Venture scouts). Virtually all
handicapping conditions are catered for except those with
severe learning difficulties who are unable to understand
the scout promise.
Scouting is divided into geographical counties and
districts for administration purposes. Most county teams
have now appointed a special Assistant County Commissioner (ACC (H)) and many districts have made a similar
appointment (ADC (H)). These individuals will be pleased
to hear of any young person with a handicap who is interested in joining the movement. Usually they will be able
to find a normal scout group whose leaders are
particularly well equipped for this work. Sometimes
special groups for the handicapped are more appropriate
by virtue of location, for example, residential schools, and
some hospitals.
The association has appointed a practising general practitioner to lead these endeavours and he will be pleased
to act as a focus for enquiries or to help in any way possible. He may be contacted by writing to: The Headquarters
Commissioner for the Handicapped, Dr Roger May, The
Scout Association, The Training Department, Gilwell
Park, Chingford, London E4 7QW.

appointment but after graduation served for four months
as ship's doctor in SS Kintuck, a 4,000 ton Holt Line ship,
to the Far East. There followed a locum in general practice at Bloxwich, in Staffordshire, and then in the autumn
of 1907 he succeeded Dr Quicke in general practice at
Brixham remaining there until 1915 when he joined the
RAMC. He served as Officer Commanding a Field
Ambulance on Salisbury Plain and afterwards in the
German East Africa campaign where he contracted
malaria, returning to England as Registrar to Tidworth
Military Hospital.
From early childhood he had a deep love of poetry,
music and the countryside and he yearned to be a poet.
Though he wrote much good poetry, particularly 'The
Island' it was as a novelist that he excelled. He started
to write novels as soon as he graduated but it was not until 1913 that Undergrowth was published and that had been
rejected by 13 publishers and only sold 1,000 copies. By
the end of the war seven novels and several poems had
been published and he never resumed practice, going instead to live in Capri where he wrote with increasing success. He was anxious and sensitive by nature and never
enjoyed robust health. Recovery from his malarial infection was slow and his self-exile was partly for health
reasons but also to live cheaply as he and his wife, Jessica,
had very little money. However by 1929 his income was
sufficient for him to return to England and he rented

Francis Brett Young. From the portrait by Cathleen
Mann. (Reproduced by kind permission of the
Librarian of the University of Birmingham.)

Francis Brett Young: general practitioner,
novelist and poet
Nineteen eighty-four marked the centenary of the birth
of Francis Brett Young, one of the most prolific and successful novelists of the twentieth century. His father and
grandfather were general practitioners and he received his
scholastic education at Epsom College. It was his burning ambition to go to Balliol and become a Fellow there
but his father insisted that he should read medicine at the
University of Birmingham which he entered in 1901 with
a Sands Cox Scholarship. He never held a house officer
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Esthwaite Lodge, near Hawkshead, from the
Brocklebanks of the Cunard Line. In 1933 he bought and
restored a fine but derelict Georgian house, Craycombe
House in Worcestershire, where he interested himself in
fruit farming, fishing and cricket but at the same time
he continued to write at least one novel each year.
Altogether 69 of his novels, poems and plays are
catalogued in the British Museum Library. His best sellers
were Portrait of Clare and My brother Jonathan from
both of which films were made. Dr Bradley remembers
which was essentially a biography of his father was
dedicated to his friend 'The Rt Hon David Lloyd George
OM whose Invalidity Insurance Act gave greater dignity
and security to the general practitioner in 1913'.
The success of his novels stemmed from the fact that
he used his own profession, his experience as a general
practitioner and as a soldier, his life at Halesowen, at
Epsom, the Birmingham Medical School, aboard SS Kintuck in East Africa and in Capri, his knowledge of music,
of Birmingham, the Black Country, Worcestershire and
mid-Wales for the backcloth of his stories; their characters
were himself, his family and his friends. This, and his
wonderful grasp of the beauty of the English language,
gave his books an authenticity, charm and fascination that
was irresistible.
In 1944 he suffered a myocardial infarct and subsequently went to live in South Africa where he spent the
last nine years of his life, only completing one novel during this period and rarely coming to England. He died
in Cape Town in 1954 from cardiac failure and his ashes
are interred in Worcester Cathedral. There is a tablet to
his memory in the church of St John the Baptist at
Halesowen where he was baptized.
The University of Birmingham, which conferred an
honorary D Litt upon him, has immense pride in the most
distinguished man of letters among its medical graduates
and unending gratitude for his most generous
benefactions.
A.G.W. WHITFIELD

Emeritus

Professor of Medicine

University of Birmingham

OBITUARY
Ellis Stanning, FRCGP
General practice required an outside view from other professions and professionals; it was its good fortune that
Ellis Stanning should direct his analytical and observant
eye in this direction. During the period of acute
reconstruction in the late 1960s and early 1970s when cool

appraisal and measured assessment were hard to come by,
Ellis Stanning observed the problems of administration
and use of time in general practice.
Dr Bruce Cardew introduced and allied him to all this
and it was not long before their medical drug firm made
available to all general practitioners the Lloyd Hamol
Appointments Sheets and Folders. That 17,500 practitioners used these by the beginning of 1970 is a clear indication that this basic and simple system assisted general
practice.
Ellis Stanning studied law after attending Manchester
Grammar School, founded his own chemical company in
Harrogate, later taking over Howard Lloyd and Co Ltd
of Leicester and Batley, which eventually became known
as Lloyd Hamol after acquiring Swiss connections. He
retired from the active directorship of Lloyd Hamol in
1973, when it became part of the Reckitt and Colman
empire.
His interest, however, was fully directed to supporting
the management of general practice. In the Cardew Stanning Foundation, which he endowed, he brought together
the members of the General Medical Services Committee,
the Royal College of General Practitioners and the Department of Health and Social Security in order to stimulate
research projects and information services for the practical day-to-day administration and managerial problems.
Some of these projects had far reaching influence, such
as the study on privacy in consulting premises and on
special records with summary and drug cards. For 12 years
he supported an annual Overseas Travelling Fellowship
which he preferred to be awarded to younger general practitioners for the study of medical care problems in Europe.
He was a very close friend and supporter of the College,
actively giving his shrewd and expert advice as a member
of the College's Appeal Committee for many years and
later on the Central Information Service Foundation, having been instrumental in getting it founded.
Over 20 years many of the College's immediate needs
were met by his spontaneous practical response, often hidden under a self-effacing anonymity.
His wide general interest is reflected in his membership
of the Council of the Royal Albert Hall along with his
support of many musical societies. His acute awareness
of the problems of the young was exemplified by his
Chairmanship of the Jewish Lads and Girls Brigade
Council along with any number of other similarly oriented
organizations.
We shall greatly miss this endearing man's fiercely
critical but supportive advice, not only at the Royal College of General Practitioners which made him an
Honorary Fellow, but in the affairs of general practice,
as well as the organizations for the young. He is survived
by his wife.
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FROM THE FACULTIES
The new College Tutor: report on a
College Tutor study day in Trent
Nine College Tutors and potential College Tutors were present at a study day in May 1984. During the opening session the need for a College Tutor was questioned and explored. Tutors could possibly be redundant in areas where
the College Faculty Boards are active, but there are many
districts where the College Tutor is required and there is
a lack of support and encouragement from the Faculty.
The second session looked at the practical role of a
Tutor. Should the Tutor be in contact with all the general
practitioners in a district or concentrate on stimulating
young principals to continue with their medical education? The participants felt that Tutors should be approved
by Faculty Boards and have a seat on the Board. Tutors
should be firmly linked to a particular geographical area
and that the prime factor should be to set up small discussion groups which would ultimately become independent.
The Tutors would then be free to initiate new groups while
continuing to act as resource to all the groups.
At this point in the meeting the aims of the College
were re-examined. This convinced the doctors that the emphasis on quality of care was right, and concern about
elitism was not important. Education would take place
in small groups and would involve performance review.
The importance of developing skills for teachers of small
groups was recognized.
These considerations led the practice party to attempt
to define the role of the College Tutor: the main function
of such a person would be the stimulation, coordination
and support of continuing medical education for general
practitioners by means of small group learning. In order
to achieve these tasks there is, first, the need to be identified with a particular geographical area, so that the Tutor
can relate to the local clinical Tutor, general practitioner
Tutor, vocational training scheme and, secondly, the need
for adequate resources from the College and from Section 63 funds.
At the end of the study day it was felt that there is
challenging and exciting work to be done. Is the title of
College Tutor appropriate? Would Coordinator of Continuing Medical Education be better? Whatever the title
the work will require motivation, tact and time. To visit
individual practices, plan and participate in group work
requires two sessions per week.
The participants agreed to try to carry the work of a
College Tutor for one year on an experimental basis and
report back.
JUDITH MILLAC
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South-East Thames Faculty experience of
'What sort of doctor' performance review
1983-84
Introduction
In March 1983, all general practitioners in the South-East
Thames region were invited to a study day at the William
Harvey Postgraduate Centre in Ashford, where Drs Theo
Schofield, David Pendleton, Ken Mourin, John Woodward and John Emmanual presented the 'What sort of
doctor' package of performance review. (For details, see
JR Coll Gen Pract 1981; 31: 698-702.) There were 30 doctors present and some of the most valuable contributors
were not Members of the College.
Theo Schofield felt that it was very important to allow
the doctors adequate time to air anxieties and hostilities.
What were these? That we did not have the expertise to
assess accurately the practice activity, let alone make any
valid comments on clinical competence shown on the
video; that the visit would intrude on' the practice team
and alienate both staff and patients; and that we should
be irretrievably hurt by the exposure and fault finding.
Despite some expressed hostilities to the whole exercise,
nearly all the doctors agreed to take part, a few dropping
out because of objections made by their partners.

Exercise
The process of completing 28 visits to practices could be
started either from a central point, moving out in a single
wave, or, as we decided, from five geographical points,
with six to eight doctors in each group: organized by Dr
Ben Perkins in Brighton, Dr Fergus Muir in Ashford, Dr
Paul Lewis in Maidstone and Dr Neil MacMillan in
Whitstable. Ideally, each doctor should have three involvements being visited, being a junior visitor, and
being a senior visitor in that order. Our multi-group
method meant that this order was not always practicable.
At this point, some personal comment and experience
will put things in perspective. I completed my practice profile with a mixture of pride and anxiety. My partners
humoured me and fitted comfortably into the day's programme. The staff were keyed with excitement, producing
their best quiches and cheesecakes for the lunch and feeling that for the first time someone outside was taking an
interest in their work.
When the day came, the visitors were charming and the
day passed without any disturbance to practice routine.
There were some difficult moments for me the staff,
loyal as they were, could not refrain from complaining bit-
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terly about my poor time-keeping and my deaf ear to their
complaints and suggestions. I was pleased with my video
- complacently, as it transpired. I was put out when the
visitors suggested that I used excessive jargon in my
neurological consultation (an area in which I felt I had
special expertise). I rejected this criticism at the time, but
slowly I have learnt that the more confident I am in my
clinical ability, the less I listen to the patient.
When it arrived, the report was kind, even flattering,
but after digestion it left an after-taste of not being as
stringent or searching as it should be for the effort that
had been put into the day. The suggestions from the report
were mostly about faults of which I was aware: lack of
punctuality, inadequate use of the age-sex register and
poor records. There could have been more criticism of
weaknesses of which I was not aware, for these could lead
to deeper reflections and useful insights.

The review day
In February 1984, most of the participants gathered
together in Ashford. The mood was one of relieved enthusiasm - the experience had really been a good one
- tinged with a cautious feeling that it has not been painful enough to be an effective learning experience.
Conclusions from the meeting were:
1. That partners could feel threatened by the visit. One
doctor had to arrange his visit when his senior partner
was away on holiday, and another was not able to show
his report to any of his partners. On the other hand, some
felt that it made partners more amenable to change.
2. That the practice profile should be made available well
in advance (10 days at least) and it should be expanded.
Careful reading should generate a list of questions
prepared before the visit day, which should be explored
and answered on the day.
3. That the value of the visit to the morale and status
of the practice staff should be recognized. The visitors
should be aware of the danger of being monopolized by
any member of the practice team. Doctors or other staff,
anxious to show the practice in a good light, can hamper
the freedom of enquiry the visitors need.
4. That the use of the video needs more understanding
and perhaps more time. The technical quality of the recor-E
ding needs to improve. Selection of consultations should
be done in a systematic way rather than the present random method.
5. That the visit takes up a full working day. Writing
up the report, in particular, takes much longer than doctors had anticipated.
6. That most visitors were confused by the assessment
forms.
7. That the meeting with partners over lunch is an important part of the assessment and should be seen as such,
and not just as a midday break.
8. That, contrary to expectation, the reports were not
critical enough. They should be more concise. The later
reports, using only five general headings

-

9. That the criteria were good, but perhaps unwieldly,
numbering 33. Some areas were particularly difficult to
assess, for example, history-taking when consultations
were with well-known patients, physical examination, or
out-of-hours cover.

The, future
There was general agreement:
1. That the visits should be repeated in two years time,
with one of the visitors from the first visit returning.
2. That soon after the report is sent the trio (visited doctor and two visitors) should meet to discuss its content
more extensively.
3. That each of the five group convenors should generate
a list of further doctors interested in peer review for a
second wave.
4. That we ask the College to publish an Occasional
Paper, summarizing performance review as it stands today.
5. That we should remember that the exercise is not confined to College Members.
6. That trainers will include themselves in the second
wave of 'What sort of doctor'. While peer review of this
kind of assessment could comprise part of two procedures
for trainers, the report generated by the practice visit
should remain completely confidential to the participants.
TONY MEMBREY

Chairman, SE Thames Faculty

North of England Faculty
At their 1984 Annual General Meeting on 10 October,
members of the North of England Faculty presented Dr
Mike McKendrick with a solid silver owl in grateful
recognition of his efforts. Tribute was paid to the qualities
that Dr McKendrick possesses that have enabled him to
be so successful on behalf of general practice and the
North of England Faculty in particular.

'Professibnal

values'. 'Accessibility'. 'Clinical confidence', 'Ability to
communicate' and 'Conclusions' - were an improvement
on the early reports, which listed each criterion separately.

Dr Michael McKendrick
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